HOW TO Build a 1885 Spy cam with YOUR SMARTPHONE

This tutorial will teach you how to build a remake of the original 1885 C.P. Stirns Geheim-Camera, the worlds first spy cam.

1. Use the different size stencils on the back, starting with
the biggest one to cut the thin aluminum cover sheet.

2. Then cut the two smaller parts from cardboard to build
the camera body

3. For better folding squeeze the card board corners before
folding them.

4. The smaller back cover has a diametre of 14,7 cm. The
main body is 15 cm in diametre.

5. To build the 1 cm wide edge use some masking tape and
fold it around the corners.

6. Align the aluminum sheet with the bigger body part and
fold the flaps around its edge

7. Fold the flaps a second time to the inside of the fringe
and let them overlap.

8. This is the camera main body part. We got the very thin
aluminum sheet (print plate) from an printer workshop.

9. Place your smart phone on the inside and trace it with a
pencil to find a good spot for the camera hole.

10. Make a nice hole of 1 cm diametre for your smartphone
camera.

11. There are different options to simulate the black lens
part of the origial camera. We used a modified spray cap.

12. Find a nice cord and thread it through cover and body
part to hang the camera from your neck.

13. We used double sided tape to stick the phone in the
camera box. To take pictures cut bigger hole in the back.

14. Done! Release the camera by thumb touch on the back.
Feel free to add more features to make it look good!

15. Use your nice piece of Jewellery to take secretly
pictures of your surroundings.
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